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Chapter 1 Work motivation: empirical questions and behavioral
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Chapter 1 Work motivation: empirical questions and behavioral hypotheses Viewing [...] "transformed" organizations simply as ones in which the agency problem has been e¤ectively addressed seems to miss much of the spirit behind the newer forms of work organization [...] to an important extent employees identify their interest with those of the enterprise and appear to engage in voluntary forms of behavior which would be extremely di¢cult to induce via monitoring. Osterman (1994)
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Agency theories of the employment relation are based on a con‡ict of interests between the employer1 (who wants to obtain the highest e¤ort from her employee to the least cost) and the employee2 (who wants the highest pay while bounding his e¤ort). The issue of these models is to understand how, within various contractual and informational frameworks, an employment relation is possible (positive issue) by providing incentives schemes which reconcile the interests of the principal with those of the agent (normative issue). Wage incentives have an exclusive role in inducing employees to exert the required e¤ort level. There is no way for the employer to obtain e¤ort from the employee and hence no feasible employment relation unless adequate wage incentives exist. Lazear3 displays the empirical relevance of these models: his works show how sensitive employees’ e¤orts are to the use of adequate wage incentives.4 Yet, conditions allowing such adequate wage incentives are not always met. Prendergast (1999) notes that results such as those of Lazear are obtained for "simple" jobs i.e. jobs which provide clear individual performance measures. Choices as regards work organization are bound to depend of this latter remark. From the perspective of agency theories, jobs should be designed so that: (i) a clear individual performance measure be observable; if not (ii) they could be e¢ciently supervised. This brings some complementary explanations to the frequency of work organizations based on a high division of labor as one traditionally observes in the industry. Agency theories of the employment relation seem empirically validated. Within this angle, the development of post-Taylorism work organization (pTWO) starting in the late 80s, in the American industry in particular, represents a important source of questioning for the economics of the employment relation. Indeed, while Taylorism advocates a strict division between manual and cognitive labor, pTWO are based on the idea that each brain in the …rm, included that of frontline workers, must participate to organization functioning and progress. The fact is that such a participation does 1



Hereafter, "she". Hereafter, "he". 3 Lazear (2000, pp. F619-F622). 4 For instance, he considers the impact of piece rates on the performance of workers who install auto windshields. Management changes provided the impetus for changes in compensation from …xed salaries to piece rates, and Lazear illustrates that productivity rose by approximately 35 percent from the change, with wages increasing by 12 percent. 2
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not lead to individual performance measures nor does it allow a close supervision. This assessment is at the center of the discussion we provide in this chapter devoted to the economics of the employment relation behavioral hypotheses. The purpose is to empirically motivate a reassessment of these behavioral hypotheses. First, by highlighting the inadequacy of conventional analyses in understanding the functioning of pTWO. Second, by providing empirical ground to this reassessment. Hence, the purposes of this chapter are: to bring empirical arguments showing that economics should not reduce work motivation to wage incentives; to present the empirical bounds of the conventional theoretical tools to analyze the employment relation; to show how relevant behavioral approaches to the employment relation are. This chapter includes two sections. The …rst deals with the pTWO and the conditions of their e¢ciency. We show the extent to which this e¢ciency constitutes a source of questioning for the economics of the employment relation. This leads us to underline the need for an enlargement - or reassessment - of its behavioral hypotheses. The second section is devoted to empirical information that could feed this enlargement. We present the empirical foundations of behavioral approaches to the employment relation.



1.1



Post-Taylorism Work organizations



The goal of this section is to present some facts which justify the questions we raise in this thesis. These facts are related to the assessment that work organizations depriving employers of individual performance measures or of e¢cient supervision possibilities, the pTWO, tend to develop. It is all the more remarkable that they do in a sector which is particularly prone to close control of employees: industry. PTWO can be de…ned by a set of human resources management (HRM) practices which are described as "innovative" in the literature. Table 1 presents the di¤erences between "traditional" and "innovative" work organization practices.
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Table 1 - Work organization practices "Traditional"



"Innovative"



1) Hourly or salaried pay with little connection



1) Pay-for-performance plans like



of pay for performance outcomes.



gain sharing or pro…t sharing.



2) Assignment of workers to narrowly de…ned jobs with no job rotation.



2) Broadly de…ned jobs.



3) Division and individualization of labor.



3) Work teams, Problem-solving



No work teams.



teams.



4) Hiring practices with limited screening for



4) Careful screening and selection



nonmanagerial or professional jobs.



of workers.



5) Little formal training.



5) Cross-training for multiple jobs.



6) Little sharing of operating data



6) Information sharing.



with employees. 7) Layo¤s of employees when product



7) Employment security policies.



demand declines.



The main issue with pTWO is to obtain that frontline workers5 be involved in the functioning of the organization as a whole and hence the room devoted to participative practices. This issue notably manifest itself through: problem-solving work teams; rotation of workers across jobs; a careful screening and selection of workers which allow to identify those who have both high-level job- and task-related skills and also "team skills" to work together to solve problems; job security; information sharing - particularly the information on results of the …rm; active training policies. This section is made up of three parts. The …rst is devoted to the empirical demonstration of the gains deriving from pTWO practices in the industry (automobile and steel industries). These gains are estimated by comparison to what traditional work practices achieve. The second part is an empirical analysis of the channels through which, pTWO a¤ect productive performance. These channels are mostly a product of an intensi…ed use 5



By "frontline workers", one must understand, the largest group of nonsupervisory workers directly involved in the production of good or service.
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of labor. The third part eventually check the conventional tools of the economics of the employment relation (which focus on informational and contractual framework) to the previous results. The e¢ciency with which pTWO use labor as an input raises questions as regards the empirical scope of analyses which consider wage incentives as an exclusive source of motivation at work.



1.1.1



The performances of pTWO



In this section, we present the empirical grounds of the gains in productivity and quality derived from the adoption of a pTWO. These empirical grounds are twofold: on the one hand, case studies; on the other hand, econometric analysis. Case study allow to work out the concrete realities hiding between pTWO; econometrics to show the statistical relevance of the phenomenon. A classic case study The New United Motor Manufacturing Inc. (NUMMI) auto plant, a joint General Motors (GM)-Toyota venture located in a former GM plant in Fremont, California, is a suitable case study of the potentials and the pitfalls of pTWO. The old GM plant has been plagued with serious problems of low quality, high absenteeism, and very poor labor relations. Although most of the technology and most of the workers were the same as in the old plant, and the same union was in place, NUMMI in its …rst few years reduced worker-hours per car by approximately 40 percent, zoomed to the top of the U.S. auto plants in quality, and enjoyed the lowest absenteeism of any U.S. plant. Work teams were responsible for planning job rotation, balancing assignments to equalize workloads, and engaging in continuous improvement of the safety, quality, and e¢ciency of the jobs. A joint union-management committee selected team leaders. In the coming presentation, we stress on the aspects which are the most directly connected to the usual concerns of personnel economics (compensation, bonus, career concerns, job security...).
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GM-Fremont, 1963-82. Before NUMMI took over the plant, it was managed according to F. W. Taylor’s precepts. The main feature of this line of thought is the separation between planning and doing, frontline workers being deprived of any voice as regards the de…nition of their job as well as work organization. In GM-Fremont, the main tools to provide incentives were bonuses, promotions and continued employment.6 Management was based on the belief that workers must be narrowly monitored to be deterred from shirking. They were assumed to be unable and unwilling to provide worthy ideas as regards the best ways to do their job. And indeed, organizational gains in productivity could have led management to raise workload or even to layo¤s, so that no incentives existed encouraging employees to contribute to an improved work organization. While little cooperation was expected from employees, little cooperation actually arose. In particular, group pressure developed which reduced performance: as Levine (1995) observes, highly productive single worker would have raised management’s standards of performance for all employees, thus high performers at work were socially isolated and punished by co-workers. NUMMI’s arrival. When GM-Fremont plant closed its door in 1982 – with mass layo¤, it was the most troubled plant of GM which was itself a troubled company. In this plant, unexcused absenteeism often ran more than 20%, quality levels and productivity were far below the GM standard (and even farther from Toyota world class standard). Although Toyota was initially reluctant to work with former GM workers, in September 1983, NUMMI gave priority to their rehiring. Of the workers employed when production began in December 1984, 99% of the assembly workers and 75% of the skilled trades workers, were former GM employees. It is noteworthy that very few workers who applied were rejected. As regards technology, little has changed. When production started again, NUMMI was at best a mid-technology factory, with a few robots but little of the high-tech equipment in the newer GM factories. Nonetheless, NUMMI soon achieved productivity levels almost twice those of GMFremont in its best years, 40% better than the typical GM assembly plant. As for 6



The tools conventional personnel economics usually relies on.
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quality, it was not only the highest quality levels GM had known but also the highest of any domestic auto plant. Job satisfaction also rose. Workers claiming they were “satis…ed with [their] job and environment” increased from 65% in 1985 to 90% in 1991. In 1992 NUMMI had an absence rate of 3 to 4%, compared with an average of nearly 9% at GM. Toyota Production System. The Toyota production system applied by NUMMI is based on three pillars : just-in-time production, the pursuit of error-proof process, and continuous improvement. Just-in-time system is aimed to lower inventory holding costs, and represents a pressure for a high rate of organizational learning. This system requires a high level of worker involvement. The pursuit of error-proof production process translates into a direct form of worker control over quality and the work pace: the andon cord. Located above each work station, the andon cord permits each worker to stop the assembly line when problem arise. According to NUMMI executives it symbolizes the trust between management and labor. The third pillar consists in designing tasks to be performed in a standardized fashion (a prescription of scienti…c management). NUMMI’s approach to this di¤ers from GM’s in two ways: …rst, workers, not industrial engineers, de…ne the procedures; second, at NUMMI the best procedure remains an ever-shifting target, that is, workers are encouraged to improve their jobs. NUMMI’s management system. NUMMI’s management system is based on incentives and opportunities that di¤er from those at GM-Fremont: it includes greater worker involvement, more job security, and a relatively larger amount of career mobility. Training is a major channel to workers involvement. During their …rst 6 months on the job, NUMMI workers receive more than 250 hours of training while typical autoworker hardly receive 40 hours in the …rst year. About 75h of this initial training take place in the classroom, where workers learn the principles of NUMMI’s management system, study techniques for control, safety, problem solving, and work standardization. In each subsequent year on the job, they receive 50h of training while standard at other big U.S. automakers is about 20. Workers involvement also relies on a formal bonus system. The bonus is based on the improvement in the proportion of the time that the assembly line 20



is running and on three surveys of customer satisfaction. There are also stronger equity concerns at NUMMI than at GM. Senior executives and workers park in the same lots and eat in the same cafeterias as line employees, and they work in accessible open o¢ces. Wages di¤erentials between workers and managers are smaller at NUMMI than at GM. NUMMI makes workers a promise of job security. During a two years slowdown period, while running at a mere 65% of capacity, the company has sent the entire work force to training classes, increased maintenance chores, and placed surplus workers into teams that designed the production process for the next model car. NUMMI encourages worker mobility. As far horizontal mobility is considered, crosstraining is stressed: workers are encouraged to learn the four or …ve jobs performed by their team and to rotate among them several times a day. Promotion provide another form of mobility. Intermediate step to the position of group leader (supervising three to …ve teams), team leaders are assigned tasks formerly performed by …rst-line supervisors in GM-Fremont. They receive a slight increase in pay and are selected by a joint management-union committee based on largely objective criteria. Independently from production activity, employees also work on special project teams, which handle tasks from safety problems to the design of the next year assembly line. This represents an additional vehicle for skill enhancement and upward mobility. All in all, NUMMI o¤ers a higher level of mobility than GM. The study of the case NUMMI provide much empirical information on the employment relation. Some of them deserve a particular attention. The fact that the adoption of a pTWO ensures improvement as regards quality is revealing. The qualitative impact of some productive individual contribution is indeed usually hard to observe.7 To this extent, the assumption that pTWO induce some kind of voluntary cooperation looks particularly convincing. This is all the more true as one considers the impact of pTWO practices on absenteeism. Combined to the assessment of an increased rate of declared satisfaction among frontline workers, low absenteeism can be viewed as a sign of their good will. Another interesting aspect is the strategic role of frontline workers in NUMMI 7



For this very reason, providing individualized monetary incentives to boost production’s quality and/or e¢cient supervizing of e¤ort-for-quality is proved particularly di¢cult.
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functioning. They have a direct control over production and are at the source of organizational learning. In pTWO, their jobs, which are traditionally manual, entail a wide cognitive part. One understands, thus, why training is paid such attention. Yet, employees involvement has not solved all the problems. Some of them remain which we view as also meaningful. For example, repetitive motion injuries and problems with unsafe work practices arose at NUMMI. It seems that no amount of involvement can fully resolve con‡icts over the pace of work. Here are presented facts as regards the positive impact of pTWO on a particular …rm. Can this impact be regarded as general? Answering this question is the purpose of the econometric study of pTWO practices in‡uence we now address. Notice that the attention remains upon industry. Statistical evidence on work organization Ichniowski, Shaw and Pennushi (1997) statistically study the impact of the practices de…ning the pTWO on productive performance. The data set is restricted to observations of a very speci…c type of manufacturing production process: steel …nishing lines. This eliminates many sources of heterogeneity that confound productivity comparisons in more aggregate data and in more heterogeneous sample. Once one controls for the technological aspects of the production process, Ichniowski et al. show that the actual production only depends on delays - that is, the fraction of total scheduled hours that are lost because of unscheduled line stops: production improves by reducing delays. Production-line uptime is Ichniowski et al. primary measure of productivity. The measure of the quality of output is the percent of tons produced that meet speci…c quality standards for the industry. Among independent variables, the stress is put on those re‡ecting speci…c work practices. All major areas of personnel management are considered: compensation, recruiting and selection, team-based work organization, employment security, ‡exible job assignment, skills training, and communication procedures. Human resources management(HRM) systems. Interaction e¤ects among HRM policies are important determinants of productivity: complementarities among work practices look important. This is consistent with the evidence that HRM policy variables are 22



highly correlated with each other in Ichniowski et al.’s steel sample. To examine the importance of sets of highly correlated, and presumably complementary, HRM practices, one must examine the e¤ects of interactions among the practices. Ichniowski et al. seek to identify common clusters of work practices. They identify four HRM systems mapping out a hierarchy from most "traditional" to most "innovative". ² HRM System 4 is the traditional system. It contains no innovative practices. Fa-



cilities with this system have close supervision by foremen; strict work rules and narrow job responsibilities; incentive pay based on quantity (and not quality) of output; no work



teams; no practice of managers sharing …nancial information or meeting regularly o¤-line with workers; no screening; no o¤-line or other formal training. ² HRM System 3 is similar to the System 4, except that these lines have introduced



innovative practices in two speci…c areas. They have initiated worker involvement in



teams and they have enhanced their labor-management communication practices, either by sharing …nancial information or through regular meetings between line managers and workers. ² HRM System 2 is similar to the System 3, except that these lines also include two



other innovative practices: extensive skills training and high levels of worker involvement in teams. They lack one or more of the following practices: extensive screening,



job rotation or reduced job classi…cations, multiattribute incentive pay, or employment security. ² HRM System 1 incorporates innovative HRM practices in all HRM policy areas.



Table 2 shows the distribution of the data and productivity means (Avg. Pties) for alternative HRM systems. While most lines do not change their HRM systems during the data period, 13.8% of the sample’s 2,190 observations (Spl. Obs.) are from lines that change their HRM systems, moving from the more traditional Systems 3 and 4 to more innovative systems. Next table presents mean uptimes (Upt.) for lines with di¤erent HRM systems, di¤erentiating between the uptime levels of "stayers" and "changers."
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Table 2 - The Distribution of Spl. Obs. and Avg. Pties by HRM Sys. Ending HRM sys. Starting



HRM Sys. 4



HRM Sys. 3



HRM Sys. 2



Upt. in Sys. 4



Upt. in Sys. 3



Upt. in Sys. 2



0!899(0!036)



0!912(0!039)



0!939(0!021)



Prior upt. (Sys. 4)



Prior upt. (Sys. 3)



0!901(0!034)



0!912(0!028)



HRM Sys. 1



HRM Sys. HRM Sys. 4



¡



[" = 782]



[" = 172] Prior upt. (Sys. 4)



0!894(0!081) [" = 59] HRM Sys. 3



¡



Upt. in Sys. 3



Upt. in Sys. 2



0!930(0!032)



0!964(0!011)



¡



[" = 742] Prior upt. (Sys. 3)



0!949(0!027) [" = 82] Upt. in Sys. 2 HRM Sys. 2



¡



¡



¡



0!924(0!070) [" = 287]



Upt. in Sys. 1 HRM Sys. 1



¡



¡



¡



0!940(0!041) [" = 77]



Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses ( ); sample size for cell is in bracket [ ].



The uptime data displayed in the latter table indicate that lines that upgrade their HRM system improve their uptime performance by 1 to 2 percentage points. 24



Econometric speci…cations and Estimates. These mean di¤erences do not, however, control for many other factors that can a¤ect uptime gains, and they do not compare the uptime gains for HRM "changers" to the uptime gains for those lines that did not change their HRM practices. Table 3 summarizes Ichniowski et al.’s results. Table 3 - Estimated Productivity E¤ects of HRM Systems in OLS and Fixed-E¤ects Models (Dependent variable: Percent Uptime) [" = 2# 190] OLS models8,9



Fixed-e¤ects models10



without detailed



with detailed



No controls



With controls



technology



technology



for prechange



for prechange



controls



controls



pty growth



pty growth



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



HRM sys. 1



0!097¤¤¤ (0!007)



0!067¤¤¤ (0!007) 0!032¤¤¤ (0!005)



0!035¤¤¤ (0!008)



¡



HRM sys. 2



0!038¤¤¤ (0!004)



¡



0!068¤¤¤ (0!019)



HRM sys. 3



0!011¤¤¤ (0!002)



0!014¤¤¤ (0!003)



0!025¤¤¤ (0!006)



0!043¤¤¤ (0!011)



$2



0!246



0!409



0!066



0!068



HRM sys.



¤¤¤



Signi…cant at the 0.01 level.



Regressions (1) and (2) results in a hierarchical pattern in the productivity (pty ) di¤erentials of HRM systems: lines with HRM System 1 have the highest productivity, 8



Control variables in column (1) are: number of years line has been operating and year squared; year line was built and year built squared; dummy for start-up periods indicated by …rst 12 months of operations and 1-to-12 time trend for month of start-up operation; 1-to-5 index of quality of steel input; and number of annual eight-hour scheduled maintenance shifts. 9 Control variables in column (2) are: all controls listed in previous footnote; dummy for type of customer; maximum speed of the line and speed squared; maximum width of the line and width squared; nine dummies to indicate specitic pieces of equipment from start to …nish of the line and a measure of the age of one piece of equipment at end of the line; a dummy to indicate high and low levels of computer control of line operations; and a variable to measure the value of major new equipment during its six-month installation period. 10 There are no coe¢cient estimates for HRM System 1 in the …xed-e¤ects model since no lines switched into this system. Other control variable in column (3) and (4) are: age of line and age squared; dummy of start-up periods indicated by …rst 12 months of operations and 1-to-12 time trend for month of start up operation; 1-to-5 index of quality steel input; age of the end-of-the-line piece of equipment; and a variable to measure the value of major new equipment during its six months installation period.
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followed in order by lines with HRM Systems 2, 3 and 4. Results of equations (1) and (2) might be biased if the controls do not adequately incorporate line-speci…c determinants of productivity that are correlated with choice of HRM systems.11 Because the sample contains longitudinal data and information on lines that changed their HRM systems, Ichniowski et al. can control for this potential source of bias with a …xed-e¤ects speci…cation. The …xed-e¤ect results - equation (3) - document positive e¤ects from introducing more innovative HRM practices. The …xed-e¤ect estimators will be inconsistent if the adoption of innovative HRM practices is correlated with changes in productivity, such as declining productivity prior to adoption. For example, lines that experience a period of below-average productivity growth may be more likely to adopt new HRM practices. To control for this possibility, Ichniowski et al. expand the …xed-e¤ects model to allow the growth rates in uptime to be di¤erent for lines that switch HRM systems - equation (4). The coe¢cient for this augmented …xed-e¤ects model show somewhat larger e¤ects of changing to HRM System 3 or HRM System 2 than in model (3), indicating that lines that switched their HRM systems had somewhat lower productivity growth than average in the periods prior to the adoption of the new HRM systems. The value of these productivity e¤ects would be diminished if they were achieved at the expense of reductions in the quality of output. Ichniowski et al. estimate the e¤ects of HRM Systems on quality of production in OLS and …xed-e¤ects models. They …nd the same hierarchical pattern in those models than in the uptime models: innovative HRM practices correspond to higher quality. Previous account allow us to conclude that pTWO actually improve performance (labor productivity and quality). Ichniowski et al. (1997) have shown that the NUMMI case did not represent an epiphenomenon by quantifying the impact of adopting pTWO practices for a whole sector. Yet, up to now, channels through which these gains in performance are induced are not totally clear. The case study suggests some orientations but what are their scope? Should we stress on an improved communication under pTWO, 11



The most likely reason for the nonrandom assignment of the innovative HRM practices versus the less innovative practices is that "high-quality" lines choose the most innovative practices.
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on the quality of incentive schemes? Are observed gains really due to work organization or should we put them down to side realities such as changes in plant management or threats of job loss? Let us see which complementary information empirical analysis can provide.



1.1.2



The empirical analysis of pTWO performances and of the human resources management practices which accompany them



The purpose of this section is: to present what empirical analysis can reveal of the speci…c role of pTWO as regards the gains in performance which go with them on the one hand; to analyze the human resources management practices that accompany these pTWO on the other hand. De…ning the determinants of the performance attached to pTWO The following development attempts to de…ne the realities behind pTWO performances. A …rst step is to indicate the leads that Ichniowski et al. (1997) have been able to rule out. A second step consists in listing the explanations suggested by …eld analysts which are consistent with statistical knowledge. What does not explain pTWO performances... The regression coe¢cients displayed in the latter table reveal that introducing innovative HRM systems increases worker’s productivity. However, other factors that change over time within lines, such as changes in plant management or threats of job loss, could be the true cause of the productivity increases. Ichniowski et al. estimate alternative speci…cations that consider these factors. Management quality. If better managers are more likely to adopt innovative HRM systems and to adopt other productivity-enhancing practices at the same time, the estimated HRM e¤ects will su¤er from omitted variable bias: the speci…c role of pTWO
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would be overestimated in equations (1) to (4).The inclusion of several standard measures of managerial quality turns out to produce virtually no change in the estimated HRM system coe¢cients relative to previous models. Overall, the results indicate that the e¤ects of the HRM system variables are independent of any managerial behaviors or philosophies that are speci…c to any individual manager. Threat e¤ects. Some lines may face serious threats of layo¤s and plant shutdowns, and these threats may cause employees to work harder. If "threatened" lines also are more likely to adopt new HRM systems, the coe¢cient on the HRM systems will pick up omitted threat e¤ects. Ichniowski et al. include proxies for threat e¤ects: it has little e¤ect on the estimated HRM system coe¢cients. These threat variables do not account for the estimated e¤ects of HRM practices on productivity. Worker’s pay. Another possibility is that workers in lines with the more innovative HRM systems may be working more productively because they are paid more (an e¢ciency wage argument). Ichniowski et al. include an average wage variable in their equation: corresponding coe¢cient is insigni…cant and there are no changes in the coef…cients on the HRM variables. Factors that are exogenous to the current productivity of the …nishing lines determine wages. A speci…c impact of pTWO on performance being con…rmed, the channels through which pTWO impact still have to be examined. What could explain pTWO performances. Field analysts have suggested some assumptions as regards the way the practices de…ning the pTWO could raise productivity, work satisfaction and production quality - see Levine (1995, p. 38). These assumptions are centered on the practices favoring the involvement and the participation of frontline which are at the center of pTWO - work team, problem-solving, information sharing, horizontal and vertical communication. Some of these assumptions are not intrinsically motivational: ² Participation may result in better decisions. Workers often have information that



higher management lacks. Furthermore, participation permits a variety of views to be 28



aired. ² Participation may improve communication and cooperation; workers communicate



with each other instead of requiring all communications to ‡ow through management, thus saving management time. ² Participative workers supervise themselves, thus reducing the need for managers



and so cutting overhead labor costs. Participation teaches workers new skills and helps train and identify leaders. Others mention non-pecuniary motivations accompanying pTWO:



² According to Porter, Lawler and Hackman (1975), people are more likely to imple-



ment decisions they have made themselves. They know better what is expected of them,



and helping make a decision commits one to it. Staw (1980) adds that participation may lower the disutility of e¤ort, by providing intrinsic motivation. ² Participation enhances people’s sense of power and dignity, thus reducing the need



to show power through …ghting management and restricting production.



² Participation increases loyalty and identi…cation with the organization. If partici-



pation and rewards take place in a group setting, the group may pressure individuals to conform to decisions.



² Participation frequently results in the setting of goals. Goal setting is often an



e¤ective motivational technique, particularly when workers set their own goals.



These leads are consistent with the results of Bartel, Ichniowski and Kleiner (2003) who isolate the impact of frontline workers attitude on the performance of bank establishments. Circumstances and human resources management practices associated with empowerment We saw that pTWO were scarcely propitious both to supervision and to individualized wage incentives. Furthermore, the spirit of the pTWO rather deals with the delegation of control over production to frontline workers (empowerment). By focusing on this aspect, one comes closer to the spirit of pTWO. Osterman (1994b) provides a cross-industries statistical analysis of the personnel practices accompanying the empowerment of frontline
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workers. The survey, conducted in 1992, is a random sample of private-sector establishments with 50 or more employees. Many of the questions refer to the entire establishment, but some questions, notably, those regarding work organization, refer to frontline workers. Variables re‡ecting the extent of the control left to frontline workers. For each establishment, the respondent was asked how much control frontline workers had over the method for doing their job and how closely they were supervised. Table 4 shows the distribution of responses. Table 4- Degree of control over work for frontline employees Percentages All frontline occupations



Blue-collar workers



Professional/technical workers



Closeness of supervision: None



0!25



0!29



0!90



Small



16!6



16!91



30!65



Moderate



53!02



61!95



43!08



Large



24!26



14!96



20!56



Complete



5!87



5!88



4!81



Discretion over method: Complete



4!81



3!13



8!97



Large



39!86



39!88



45!77



Moderate



37!04



39!70



32!59



Small



14!21



11!24



12!67



None



4!07



6!05



0!0



Source: Survey entitled "Organization of Work in American Business" - see Osterman (1994a).



A minority, but important fraction, of frontline employees have substantial autonomy: about 17% have little or no supervision, and about 45% enjoy complete or large amounts of discretion. It is also apparent that higher-level employees have much more autonomy than do blue-collar workers. 30



In what follows the dependent variables are "Supervision" and "Method". These are binary variables: "Supervision" takes on the value 1 if there is little or no supervision for frontline employees; "Method" takes on the value 1 if frontline employees have total or substantial discretion over the method of doing their job. Discretion over method and presence or absence of supervision are two di¤erent concepts. In principle, employees may be able to decide how to do their work yet still be watched carefully and metered as they do it. In fact, Osterman shows that the two features are independents. Supervision, discretion and pTWO. A useful way of testing the validity of there concepts is to see how well they correlate with work organization. The survey asked establishments about the prevalence of several pTWO practices. For each of these practices the respondent was asked whether frontline employees were involved and, if yes, what was the percentage of frontline employees who took part. One would expect that establishments whose employees have low levels of supervision and high levels of discretion would be more likely to have high involvement in these pTWO practices. The data are consistent with this expectation: in establishments which do not supervise closely an average of 42% of frontline employees are involved in quality circles compared to 24% in other establishments. There is a comparable di¤erence between the two sets of establishments in the use of self-directed work teams (51% versus 37%). Similar patterns emerge when work organization is compared in establishments which do and do not provide employees with control over their method of work. Independent variables. The survey collected detailed information on a variety of human-resource practices, and these constitute the independent variables. These practices can be organized into several groups. ² Compensation. The survey asked whether the establishment had in place group



gain-sharing programs (Pay group) as well as pro…t-sharing or bonus plans (Pay pro…t). In addition, the survey asked whether the …rm had a policy to pay frontline employees a wage above that paid to comparable employees in other …rms in the same geographic area. This is a measure of whether or not the establishment pays an e¢ciency wage 31



(E¢ciency-wage). ² Property rights in jobs. An establishment may provide property rights to job via



several mechanisms. The most traditional is to establish a seniority-based job ladder.



The survey included two measures of this practices: whether insiders have preferences over outsiders for vacancies (Ladder 1) and whether seniority is a factor in choosing among insiders for …lling vacancies (Ladder 2). In addition, the survey asked whether the establishment had made any implicit or explicit commitment to frontline employees to avoid layo¤s except in extreme circumstances (Employment security). ² Flexible employment. The survey asked very detailed questions about the extent of



the establishment’s provision of work-family programs (on-site day care, ‡exible hours, parental leave,...). Osterman creates an index which is simply the total number of such programs that the establishment provides. ² Skill and training. The survey asked the respondents to characterize the skill level of



the frontline job.12 Two measures of training were collected: the percentage of frontline employees who receive formal o¤-the-job training (o¤-job training) and the percentage who receive cross training (Cross-training). Finally, a measure of education is included (High school or less).13 ² Other Controls. A number of sociological models suggest that extent of employee



autonomy varies with establishment size (Size 1, Size 2,Size 4,Size 5) and the epoch when it was founded (Age). This extent can also depend on how unionized the establishment is14 and on the occupational category of frontline workers. Analysis. The results of Osterman’ models are in the next table. Standard errors are shown in parentheses.



12



The skill variable takes the value 1 if the response was very or extremely skilled. Taking on the value of 1 if most of the frontline employees have high-school degree or less. 14 To the extent that unions induce strict job classi…cations, then one would expect that discretion would be reduced. 13
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LOGIT model of control Control Variable



Supervision



Method



E¢ciency-wage



0# 714¤ (0# 216)



0"467¤ (0# 169)



Ladder1



0# 031 (0# 240)



Ladder2



0# 423! (0# 253)



¡0"330! (0# 183) 0"030 (0# 201)



Pay Group



0"367 (0# 299)



¡0"127 (0# 230)



Pay pro…t



¡0"021 (0# 237)



0"042 (0# 180)



Employment security



¡0"455¤ (0# 232)



Child index



¡0"061 (0# 049)



¡0"008! (0# 005)



Age



¡0"830! (0# 446)



Size1



0"320! (0# 168) 0"096¤ (0# 037) 0"001 (0# 003) 0"393 (0# 399)



Size2



¡0"699! (0# 429)



¡0"187 (0# 389)



Size4



¡0"957 (0# 772)



¡0"903 (0# 638)



Size5



¡0"771 (1# 361)



¡0"944 (1# 140)



High school of less



¡0"096 (0# 274)



0"200 (0# 205)



Skill level



0"467! (0# 253)



0"412¤ (0# 196)



O¤-job training



0"119 (0# 274)



0"880¤ (0# 213)



Cross-training



0"230 (0# 253)



0"509¤ (0# 197)



¡0"049 (0# 309)



0"063 (0# 231)



Union



¡0"814¤ (0# 353)



Blue-collar



¡1"545¤ (0# 451)



Sales



¡0"353 (0# 303) ¡0"393 (0# 324)



Service



¡1"323¤ (0# 384)



¡0"517! (0# 311)



Clerical



0"186 (0# 503)



0"336 (0# 415)



¡0"211 (0# 624)



¡1"340¤ (0# 538)



¡297"811



¡455"850



723



723



Constant Log likelihood:



":



Source: Survey entitled "Organization of Work in American Business" - see Osterman (1994a). !
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Statistically signi…cant at the 10% level, ¤ at the 5% level.



These results provide strong support for the view that e¢ciency wages are an alternative to supervision and that the payment of e¢ciency wages enables employers to provide workers with more discretion. In both equations, the coe¢cient on the e¢ciency-wage variable is positive and signi…cant. In addition, in both models the skill level of employees is positively associated with higher levels of control. The delegation of control over production seems to be accompanied by e¢ciency wage. Beyond this, however, the two equations are quite di¤erent in character. Low levels of supervision occur in younger and in smaller establishments. When employees are provided with employment security, supervision is likely to be stricter. By contrast, discretion over method is more extensive in establishments that provide employment security, family-friendly bene…ts, and substantial training. Although the role of the e¢ciency wage variable is highlighted in both models, supervision and control over method are indeed di¤erent constructs. The interpretation of Osterman is that supervision is more closely related to the structure of the enterprise (age and size) and is also a more punitive idea (if employees have job security, they are supervised more closely in order to assure that they do not take advantage of their situation). By contrast, discretion over method is more in the spirit of pTWO: it is positively related to job security, family-friendly policies, and investments in worker training. We sum up the main results of the pTWO performances empirical analyses considered above in the next table.
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The main results of the pTWO performances empirical analyses 1) Performances accompanying pTWO in the steel industry are indeed related to the practices de…ning them. 2) The impact of pTWO on steel lines performances does NOT involve the level of average wage. 3) The penetration rate of the practices de…ning the pTWO is signi…cantly higher within the establishments: which favor low levels of supervision; which leave high levels of discretion over method to their frontline employees. 4) The fact that frontline employees bene…t from an e¢ciency wage raises the probability of large delegation of the control over production. 5) The presence of collective incentives schemes does not signi…cantly a¤ect the probability of a large delegation of the control over production to frontline workers. 6) Job security commitments raise: the probability of close supervision of involved employees; the probability of a large discretion. Facts considered in the previous development show that pTWO can raise labor productivity and production quality. Giving up a work organization providing frontline employees with little autonomy (close supervision and little discretion) may allow to employers a more e¢cient use of labor. This appears to contradict agency models of the employment relation. We have actually observed that pTWO exhibit obstacle to the setting of individualized incentive schemes. The next step is to have a look on the extent to which conventional tools from the economics of employment relation can explain previous facts.



1.1.3



PTWO and the economics of the employment relation



The purpose of this section is: (i) to consider how conventional theoretical tools are applied to the understanding of pTWO by Ichniowski and Shaw (2003); (ii) to detail the questions raised by the e¢ciency of pTWO to conventional analyses of the employment relation; (iii) to show that behavioral can provide an improved understanding of pTWO
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functioning. By "conventional tools" we mean those focusing on informational and contractual characteristics of the employment relation. Our argument is that conventional tools of the economics of the employment relation fail to explain the extent of voluntary participation of frontline workers within pTWO (the intensity with which labor is used). Directly or not, non-pecuniary sources of work motivation seem to take a crucial part in the functioning of pTWO. Applying conventional tools of the economics of the employment relation to pTWO Ichniowski and Shaw (2003) provide an examination of the facts suggesting the e¢ciency of pTWO using conventional tools of the economics of the employment relation. Relying on approaches stressing on the informational and contractual obstacles characterizing the employment relation, they view pTWO as systems of complementary practices and incentives. PTWO practices as a complement to second best incentive schemes. According to Ichniovski et al., that is because the (performance measurement) conditions for a …rst best wage policy (piece-rate pay) are not met (due to technical constraints) that, in a second best situation, pTWO involve better performances.15 Complement of relative incentive pay plans. A way to design incentive pay when individual output cannot be easily measured is to base pay on the relative rankings of workers to form a relative pay plan - tournament theory. However, these plans have several drawbacks. First, they can discourage cooperation among workers and can even lead employees to sabotage the output of their peer competitors. To lessen these problems, …rms may select employees with cooperative personalities, or they could design jobs to avoid grouping aggressive employees together - Lazear and Rosen (1981), Lazear (1989). Thus …rms can make relative pay plans more e¤ective by combining these plans with job design and screening practices. Furthermore, because the plans are often 15



Piece-rate pay is actually little utilized - principally used by machinists and sales workers according to MacLeod and Parent (1999).
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grounded in implicit or "relational" contracts, there is no explicit method of enforcing the contract - Gibbons and Murphy (2002). Thus, practices that might increase the value of the employment relationship, such as objective bonus pay or training in …rm-speci…c capital can complement these subjective pay plans - Baker, Gibbons and Murphy (1994, 2002). Complement of group-based incentive pay plans. Incentive pay based on group output is another example of common alternative to piece-rate pay based on individual output. These plans can take several forms. In some manufacturing plants, output from machines is easy to measure, even though the contributions of each worker operating the machine are not. …rm-wide pro…t sharing is another form of group-based incentive pay. While these group-based incentives can be undermined by free riders, several studies argue that free-rider problems can be mitigated if group incentive pay is linked with pTWO practices. Kandel and Lazear (1992) argue that orientation and indoctrination about workplace norms when employees are hired improves the e¤ectiveness of groupbased incentives by creating a work environment where peer pressure enforces the groupbased incentive. They also demonstrate that high-performing will not self-select into this kind of work environment, so careful screening of job applicants may also be bene…cial. After the initial selection and orientation of workers, practices like quality circles and work teams may be just as important for their cultural e¤ects on team spirit and for the opportunities they create for workers and managers to monitor each other as they are for the speci…c work tasks that take place in teams. Similarly, a managerial "culture" that emphasizes the importance of paying attention to people or o¤ering fair rewards can result in positive peer pressure to perform and can then make group incentives e¤ective - Kreps (1990). More generally, any work practice that establish "high-e¤ort norm" and an expectation among employees that everyone will work up to that norm can overcome free-rider problems - MacLeod (1987, 1988). The idea that pTWO are systems of complementary practices is empirically supported. This idea is empirically validated by Ichiowski et al. (1997). Complemen37



tarities among work practices implies that the magnitude of the productivity e¤ect of the system of HRM policies is larger than the sum of the marginal e¤ects from adopting each practice. Ichniowski et al. compare the e¤ects of individual HRM practices to those of systems of practices. The evidence shows that systems of HRM practices determine productivity and quality, while marginal changes in individual work practices have little e¤ect - see Ichniowski et al. (1997, p. 310). This is consistent with the conclusion that complementarities among pTWO practices are important. PTWO practices and incentives tend to be complements. That is, workers’ performance is substantially better under incentive pay plans that are coupled with supporting pTWO practices - such as ‡exible job design, employee participation in problem-solving teams, training to provide workers with multiple skills, extensive screening and communication, and employment security - than it is under more traditional work practices. The core argument in the previous line is that, starting from second best incentive pay plans, pTWO practices improve their e¢ciency. The argument relies on the following implications: Technical constraints



)



Second best pay plan



)



Adoption of complementary pTWO practices



This comes to put the intrinsic value of pTWO practices aside. But …eld analysts stress on them. PTWO performances mostly rely on an intensi…ed use of labor. The nature of frontline employees’ labor change in pTWO, and incentive pay plans can be thought to have a secondary part in the explanation of pTWO performances. The line of implications would rather be: Intensi…ed use of labor



)



Adoption of pTWO practices



)



Adequate incentives scheme



which is obviously not inconsistent with the idea of a complementarities: the e¢ciency of pTWO would be lower without an adequate incentives scheme. 38



The intensi…ed use of labor as the …rst principle of pTWO e¢ciency consist, according to Ichniowski and Shaw (2003), in the prompting of frontline workers’ idea and involve multitasking. Eliciting worker ideas. For …rms to elicit valuable ideas, employees must have the opportunity, the incentive and skills to generate these ideas. The …rst requirement is to avoid dysfunctional incentive schemes. In particular, as seen above, they must not fear that productivity gains derived from their suggestions result in the elimination of jobs or to excessive raises of production targets. An employment security commitment may thus be needed before employees will o¤er ideas. Resulting long-term relationships among employees that often develop in team-based work environments can enhance the e¤ectiveness of group-based pay. These long-term relationships among workers can also lead …rms to adopt other practices that permit peers to evaluate and monitor co-workers’ performance - Che and Yoo (2001, p. 526). Hence, one can derive the wage incentive schemes from the purpose of pTWO to elicit workers’ ideas. Multitasking. Many employees work on a range of tasks and produce more than one type of output. Such a situation - multitasking, see Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994) - is an implication of pTWO: in line with previous point, production employees who are asked to generate valuable ideas to improve operations are still responsible for operating machinery and …xing breakdowns. If …rms want employees to be rigorous on the production line (one task) and to generate ideas for long-term improvements in production equipment (a second task), the …rm will need to adopt and balance multiple human resource management policies that address incentive issues for the di¤erent tasks. For example, it may be optimal to design combined pay plans so that objective pay plans applied to simple tasks are combined with subjective pay plans applied to di¢cult-tomeasure tasks. But, here again, the …rst requirement is to avoid dysfunctional incentives: it may be optimal for the employer to content herself with a simple hourly wage. If previous considerations highlight incentive schemes as necessary conditions to pTWO e¢ciency, the question of whether these conditions are su¢cient remains unanswered. Do conventional theoretical tools of the employment relation allow a comprehensive under39



standing of pTWO functioning? Questions raised by pTWO to the economics of the employment relation In this section, we argue that if conventional tools help to de…ne the questions raised by pTWO, they do not enlighten the motivations at the source of their e¢ciency. Usual behavioral assumptions seem unduly restrictive. This justi…es new analytical concerns: from informational and contractual aspects, the attention move on to behavioral aspects of the employment relation. The bounds of conventional analytical tools. Our goal, in what follows, is to discuss the scope of the theoretical explanations of pTWO performances we have just mentioned. The scope of conventional arguments. Conventional analyses of the employment relation put pTWO performances down to the fact they reconcile employer and employees’ pecuniary interests. We have presented above the means of this interests alignment according to Ichniowski and Shaw (2003). Let us now discuss their scope. The use of promotion in the tournament theory perspective seems to be at odds with the spirit of pTWO. Within an organization developing work teams, one hardly see how the establishment of competition between colleagues could contribute to align workers’ and employers’ interests. Levine (1995) provides us with information which go against this assumption: team leaders are selected by a joint management-union committee based on a negotiated set of explicit and largely objective criteria - see Levine (1995, p. 19). This questions tournament theory argument in a twofold extent. On the one hand, the fact that promotion be decided on objective criteria is at odds with the role of tournament (providing incentives based on subjective performance measures). On the other hand, the fact that the selection of team leaders involves the unions is hardly compatible with a strategic use of promotion by employers. Within pTWO, can group-based pay plans align individual interests of workers with that of the employer? Whatever the answer, these plans go well with the principle de…ning pTWO: the e¢ciency of the practices associated to pTWO require cooperation between 40



employees to which group-based pay plans certainly contribute. Another question is that of the seriousness of free-rider problems. PTWO performances seem to contradict that it could be a signi…cant obstacle. Even in the absence of a careful screening of applicants, as we saw it was the case for NUMMI, work in teams leads to performances which are higher than those Taylorism achieves. As Ichniowski and Shaw implicitly demonstrate it, the good functioning of work teams relies less on adopted pay plan than on factors such as peer e¤ects. All in all, arguments mentioned by Ichniowski and Shaw to support the opportunity of group-based pay plans mostly involve non-usual analytical tools: norms, peers e¤ects, culture. To this extent, pTWO reveal the scope of conventional tools of the economics of the employment relation by requiring the use of complementary factors. This is indeed the restrictive nature of conventional behavioral assumptions which is questioned here. Another conventional analysis of the employment relation is questioned by pTWO performances: the e¢ciency wage theory à la Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984). E¢ciency wage and employment security. In the absence of veri…able measures of individual performance, or of contractual guarantees, e¤ort incentive can derived, in conventional approach, from combining two elements: the promise of a bonus if the employee reaches a satisfactory level of performance (subjectively assessed), a dismiss threat otherwise.16 This solution, involving the repeated characteristic of the employment relation, is notably suggested by Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984). In this respect, the part played by employment security in pTWO is meaningful. As a matter of facts, contributions solicited from frontline workers in pTWO (attention to quality, information sharing, ideas improving production,...) can hardly give rise to veri…able measures of individual performance: o¤ering employees guaranties of employment security implies to give up previous mechanism. This observation, added to the giving up of a strategic use of promotions (see above), leads to the conclusion that conventional tools in case of unveri…able individual contribution do not apply to pTWO. Yet, results of Osterman (1994) suggest that paying an e¢ciency wage is a practice 16



E¢ciency-wage models posit that, absent the possibility of losing the e¢ciency-wage premium if caught, employees will shirk on the job (i.e., not work hard).
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signi…cantly associated to pTWO. The coexistence of this practice with the choice of employers to o¤er employment security to their employees allow to discriminate between the various theories of e¢ciency wage. If e¢cient wage play some part in pTWO, this part is closer to what is suggested by Akerlof (1982) than to that of Shapiro and Stiglitz. Again, the empirical analysis of pTWO e¢ciency pleads for a behavioral approach. All in all, it appears that, while putting aside the main incentives schemes based on subjective assessment of individual performances (tournament and e¢ciency wage theory à la Shapiro and Stiglitz), pTWO seek from frontline workers contributions which do not give rise to objective measures of performance. And yet, it has been shown that this kind of work organization could be e¢cient. PTWO performances, to this extent, represent a source of questioning for the economic analysis of the employment relation. Next section is an attempt, from the facts gathered earlier, to justify why one should pay attention to non-pecuniary sources of work motivation. Behavioral tools of analysis should take over from conventional ones. The necessity of behavioral analysis of pTWO performances. Ichniowski et al. (1997) have demonstrated that the impact of pTWO on the performances of production lines did not rely on higher average wages. Previous steps of our development allowed us to assert that the conditions for individual wage incentives schemes were not met within pTWO. We have also observed that establishing group-based pay plans was a necessary condition to the highest e¢ciency of pTWO, not a su¢cient one! Yet, the organizational advantages of pTWO - improved communication, improved decisions, saved supervision costs... - are only accessible in the presence of a voluntary participation of frontline workers. The …rst principle of pTWO is to involve frontline workers in productive and organizational choices. If we are to believe case studies, frontline workers involvement mostly results from the choice of the management to delegate them control over production. How can voluntary participation be obtained from frontline workers? Osterman (1994) actually demonstrates that pTWO practices were associated to a large discretion of frontline workers as regards their method. This aspect appears as one of the keys of pTWO e¢ciency: …eld analysts suggest a connection between this discretion and the way motivation problems are treated by pTWO. And yet, leaving frontline 42



workers a substantial autonomy implies incomplete labor contracts and thus a wider exposition of employers to employees’ opportunism. A similar observation can be made as regards the practice, characterizing pTWO, which consists in increasing and varying the tasks assigned to some given employee. Designing a job as multitasked is, within conventional perspective, complicating supervision and hence increasing opportunism hazards. That is also putting aside the bene…ts of detailed work division and increasing training costs. However, frontline workers seem to exert higher e¤ort under such circumstances than they would in jobs designed according to Taylorism precepts. How, in conventional perspective, can the fact of freely deciding of one’s work method constitute a source of motivation?17 How can the widening of opportunism possibilities be associated with higher e¤ort? These questions look di¢cult to answer unless we go into the form of individual preferences as regards employment relation in greater depth. Seeking the source of workers’ motivation only into wage incentives does not allow to understand the motivational impulse of pTWO. Indeed, it seems that a work organization focusing on the establishment the conditions for individualized piece rate pays, although possible, be not necessary desirable in terms of e¢ciency. Industry is one of the sector which lends itself the better to individualized pay (piece rate pay): yet, examples mentioned above actually concern industry and demonstrate the superiority of pTWO over Taylorism work organization. Zabojnik (2002) considers the possibility that workers enjoy having an input in their choice of tasks or in solving problems: this explains that higher levels of output could be achieved with lower-powered incentives. Among other theoretical works mentioned by Ichniowski and Shaw, Kandel and Lazear (1992) provide one of the most convincing analysis of pTWO functioning: invoking peer e¤ects favorable to employers allow to understand the part work in teams plays in pTWO. This invoking relies on motives (shame and guilt) which are quite distant from conventional economic motives and on notions which are viewed as secondary such as norms. Should one give a systematic role to such notions in the analysis of employment relation? A detailed understanding of 17



Zabojnik (2002) considers the case that workers enjoy having an input in their choice of tasks or in solving problems. This explains that higher levels of output could be achieved with lower-powered incentives.
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pTWO performances is empirical issue justifying a positive answer. The question of non-pecuniary sources of work motivation call for a behavioral analysis. what empirical elements can such an approach rely on? We present some of them in what follows.



1.2



The empirical bases of behavioral approaches of work motivation



The previous section was devoted to the presentation of the empirical issues addressed by the theoretical analyses considered in chapter 2 and 3: the e¢ciency of pTWO as it results from the stimulation of non-pecuniary motivations of frontline workers. Compared with traditional work organization, pTWO actually give rise to an intensi…ed use of labor without establishing the conditions for individualized incentives schemes. As far economics of the employment relation is considered, the necessity of a behavioral approach likely to explain the motivations at work in pTWO appears. The purpose of current section is to present the empirical bases of the main behavioral analyses of employment relation studied latter. This approach advocates a systematic empirical analysis of the determinants of preferences. In what follows, we review main empirical …ndings informative of the form of individual preferences within the framework of the employment relation. We explore in particular the role of wage incentives in the well-being of working persons and non-pecuniary sources of work motivation. Three complementary sources of evidence are considered: experimental economics, statistical surveys and …eld investigations.



1.2.1



The results of experimental economics



Findings of experimental labor economics are already numerous. Some of them support the attachment of conventional approaches to standard motives (income and risk aver-
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sion). For instance, Fehr, Kirchsteiger and Riedl (1996),18 in a static interaction with random punishments threatening shirkers, …nd that increasing transfers induce people to expand e¤ort. However, most of these results indicate: that motives neglected by conventional analyses actually play a role; that these motives can a¤ect the impact of pecuniary incentives. Reciprocity motives Many experimental results prove that individuals have social preferences i.e. preferences de…ned on other people’s payo¤s.19 Reciprocity mobilizes social preferences contingent upon others’ behavior. As far the employment relation is considered, the assumption of reciprocity suggests that if an employee perceives his employer’s action as benevolent (resp. malevolent) he should value her payo¤ positively (resp. negatively) when making his choices. Gift exchange experiments provide a test for this assumption. Fehr, Gächter and Kirchsteiger (1997)20 show: that people in the role of the employer (hereafter the “employer”) rely on a reciprocal behavior of those in the role of employee (hereafter the “employee”); that, on the average, “employees” actually demonstrate a propensity to reciprocity. This experiment has been replicated and its results con…rmed with payo¤s representing up to three monthly wage. Moreover, leaving to “employers” the option to reward or punish “employees”, Fehr, Gächter and Kirchsteiger (1997) …nd that: “employers” do indeed reward and punish; that “employees” anticipate on this (average e¤ort is raised). Gächter and Falk (2002)21 show that repetition expands the role of reciprocity by adding reputation e¤ects. Fehr, Klein and Schmidt (2004)22 study the role of reciprocity motives within the framework of contract choice experiment. They show that, with moral hazard, fairness 18



Fehr, E., G. Kirchsteiger and A. Riedl (1996). "Involuntary unemployment and non-compensating wage di¤erentials in an experimental labour market." Economic Journal, 106(434), pp. 106-21. 19 Le thème des préférences sociales peut être appréhendé comme un sous-ensemble de celui des préférences interdépendantes. Pour une revue de la littérature voir Sobel (2001). 20 Fehr, E., S. Gächter and G. Kirchsteiger (1997). "Reciprocity as a contract enforcement device experimental evidence." Econometrica, 65, pp. 833-860. 21 Gächter S. and A. Falk (2002). "Reputation and reciprocity - consequences for the labour relation." Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 104, pp. 1-26. 22 Fehr E., A. Klein and K.M. Schmidt (2004). "Fairness, incentives and contractual incompleteness." Working paper n± 72, Institute of Empirical Research in Economics, University of Zurich.
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concerns have a decisive impact both on actual choices, and optimal contracts. Hence, people seem to care about reciprocity. However, using the complementarities between …eld surveys and experimental results, one must mention Bewley’s (1997, chp 10, p.7) observation as regards the e¤ect of reciprocity motives: according to interviewed managers, this e¤ect might be elusive. The importance of relative wage (the problem of the interpretation of wage) The attention people pay to the earnings of others is regularly mentioned in the literature - see for instance Frank (1985)23 , Fershtman, Hvide, and Weiss (2002)24 for theoretical studies, Clark et Oswald (1996)25 for empirical one. Bewley (1999, Chp 6, p.70) emphasizes that employers care about how fair their wage policy is perceived by employees. To our knowledge, there exists little experimental studies of this motive. We would like to discuss here that of Zizzo et Oswald (2001). They study the possibility of a negative interdependence between individuals’ preferences. Are motives such as envy or inequity aversion su¢ciently strong to lead subjects to sacri…ce a part of their gains to reduce others’ incomes (particularly those in the best positions)? The protocol includes two steps. During a …rst step, subjects can use their initial endowment (including an “undeserved” bonus due to the experimenters) in a lottery allowing a doubling of their bet with probability 1/3. On the beginning of the second step, each subject is informed of others’ payo¤ - as well as about the source of these payo¤s (fair or not) - and is given the possibility to use his resources to reduce …nal gains of participants of his choice (to “burn” money). A majority of subjects choose to destroy at least part of others’ money holdings. Furthermore, there is a strong correlation between wealth, or rank, and the amounts by which subjects are burnt. For all these results be reproduced, it seems that one can rely on a human propensity to evaluate one’s well-being by reference to others’. Levine (1995) underlines, in the 23 Frank, R.H. (1984). "Interdependent preferences and the competitive wage structure." Rand Journal of Economics, 15, pp. 510-520. 24 Fershtman, C., H.K. Hvide and Y. Weiss (2002). "A behavioral explanation of the relative performance evaluation puzzle." Mimeo. 25 Clark, A.E., and A.J. Oswald (1996). "Satisfaction and comparison income." Journal of Public Economics, 61, pp. 359-381.
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NUMMI case, the attention management pay to treat fairly the various categories of workers. This may be a meaningful aspect of pTWO: by increasing the cognitive use of frontline labor, this kind of organization make di¤erences in status less clear. Anyways, section 1 have illustrated the crucial part, as regards pTWO e¢ciency, of non-pecuniary sources of motivation. What has experimental economics to say about this point? Non-pecuniary sources of motivation and the dysfunctions of incentives Two results are discussed here. First, it seems that having the trust of ones “employers” motivates “employees” to cooperation. Second, reinforced incentives do not necessarily induce behaviors more favorable to the "employers". The …rst of these results contributes to explain how pTWO could combine extensive discretion to employees and low supervision costs. The second con…rms the appropriateness of pay plans independent from individualized measures of performance as favored by pTWO. Falk and Kosfeld (2004)26 study the possibility that: mutual trust between an employer and her employees could be decisive for work motivation; the introduction of incentives may signal distrust and therefore back…re. They consider a principal-agent game where, before the “employee” decides on his e¤ort, the “employer” decides whether to restrict the agent’s strategy space or to let him decide freely. Restricting rules out the most opportunistic choices of the “employee”.27 Trust is proved to pay in the average i.e. trust is important for motivation. Explicit incentives are indeed often considered as signals of distrust. It can be optimal not to use explicit incentives. Fehr and Gächter (2000) provide an experiment design to study reciprocity driven voluntary cooperation. “Employers” propose a “labor contract” mentioning a basic salary, an e¤ort level and a penalty when “employees” are caught shirking (probability 1/3). “Employees” can refuse or accept the o¤ered contract, in which case, they choose their e¤ort. The number of “employers” is lower than the number of agents so that the latter stand a competitive pressure. Results are compared to those from a treatment with no punishment possibility i.e. in which “employers” have to trust their “employees” (trust 26



Falk A., and M. Kosfeld (2004). "Trust and incomplete contracts." Mimeo. Interpretation of restricting: minimum presence requirement, minimum number or quality of items, control and monitoring devices, which restrain the agent from his most opportunistic choices. 27
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contract): any positive e¤ort, in this case, corresponds to what authors call “voluntary cooperation.” The average e¤ort Fehr and Gächter obtain with a possible sanction is lower to what is observed with no such possibility. Their interpretation is that the explicit ex ante threat to punish is perceived as a hostile action and reciprocal workers respond with hostility (shirk a lot) to hostile actions. In a third treatment, Fehr and Gächter substitute a possibility of paying a bonus to non-shirkers to that of sanctioning shirkers: corresponding incentive structures are identical. Yet the average e¤ort is then higher to what one obtained with a sanctioning possibility while still below the case of trust contract. Mean payo¤s are reported for each treatment in the following table. Mean Payo¤s and E¢ciency Non Incentive Compatible Incentive Compatible Trust contracts "Employees"



25!7



"Employers"



7!1



Possibility of sanction "Employees"



19!6



9!1



"Employers"



1!8



18!2



"Employés"



17!6



11!6



"Employeurs"



7!3



8!8



Possibility of bonus



Source: Fehr et Gächter (2000).



This table distinguishes between the mean payo¤s among the couples “employer”“employee” having sign an incentive compatible contract and the others. Two remarks: trust contract is the most e¢cient; when “employers” fail to design incentive compatible contracts, trust contract bring them the most they can obtain. This being so, their payo¤s remain below what they get from incentive compatible contracts. Hence, previous results take their full scope taken into account that, most often, labor contract can be but incomplete. Facing the equivocal e¤ects of pecuniary incentives, Falk (2004) provides a list of pos48



sible reasons for negative impact of incentives. Strong incentives: can carry information and display “bad news” to the employee (as regards how di¢cult is the task for instance); can be interpreted as signals of distrust; can be taken as insulting (sex for money); can be viewed as unfair; can transform a cooperation relation into an exchange relation; can crowd out intrinsic motivation. Most of these leads are explored by theoretical analyses we now present. Let us turn to statistical information on the form of working persons preferences and the sources of their work motivation.



1.2.2



The results of attitudinal surveys: work satisfaction an motivation



Statistical attempts to capture job satisfaction are based on several variables. A global satisfaction index is build from answers to the question: "All in all how satis…ed are you with your present job?". Other indices consider speci…c aspects of employment conditions. Main aspects of satisfaction at work are: (a) pay, (b) promotion opportunities, (c) bene…ts, (d) co-workers, (e) supervision, (f) company policies, (g) the work itself. Many economists are reluctant to use this kind of variables (purely declaratory). And indeed, some misleading implications of these indices make it clear that we should not mix up declarations and actual behaviors, and consequently to try rebuilding utility functions from the sole base of answers to questionnaires. This being so, Clark and Oswald (1996) point that these indices keep being informative. Subjective assessments of satisfaction are indeed correlated with observable events and action. For example, there are strong correlations, in the expected direction, between job satisfaction and: poor mental health - Wall and al (1978)28 ; length of life – Palmore (1969)29 ; coronary heart disease – Sales 28 Wall, T.D., C.W. Clegg and P.R. Jackson (1978). "An evaluation of the Job Characteristic Model." Journal of Occupational Psychology, 51, pp. 183-196. 29 Palmore, E. (1969). "Predicting longevity: a follow-up predicting for age." Journal of Gerontologie, 39, pp. 109-116.
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and House (1971)30 ; labor turnover – Freeman (1978)31 , McEvoy and Cascio (1985)32 , Akerlof and al (1988)33 ; absenteeism – Clegg (1983)34 ; counter- and non-productive work – Mangione and Quinn (1975)35 . The determinants of work satisfaction What do we know as regards the determinants of working persons’ utility? Some information is gathered below. It appeared to us that it could be relevant to distinguish between, comparative and non-comparative arguments of job satisfaction. Non-comparative arguments of work satisfaction We start with aspects conditioning job satisfaction independently of any comparison that a worker could make to assess his situation. Igalens and Roussel (1999) explore the relation between the various aspects (a) to (g) and employees index of global satisfaction. Considering their …ndings, it appears that: the more employees are satis…ed with pay rises the more they are with their job as a whole; satisfaction as regards bene…ts has little in‡uence on job satisfaction; ‡exible pay satisfaction has a slight insigni…cant in‡uence on job satisfaction.36 These …ndings echo the …rst three aspects (a), (b) and (c). Taber and Alliger (1995) take stock of the literature on aspects (e) to (g). What intrinsic properties of occupations determine job satisfaction? This question is mainly treated by the Job Characteristics model which closely relate satisfaction on the one hand, 30



Sales, S.M. and J. House (1971). "Job dissatisfaction as a possible risk factor in coronary heart disease." Journal of Chronic Diseases, 23, pp. 861-873. 31 Freeman, R.B. (1978). "Job satisfaction as an economic variable." American Economic Review, 68, pp. 135-141. 32 McEvoy, G.M. and W.F. Cascio (1985). "Strategies for reducing employee turnover: a metaanalysis." Journal of Applied Psychology, 70, pp. 114-116. 33 Akerlof, G.A., A.K. Rose and J.L. Yellen (1988). "Job switching and Job satisfaction in the U.S. labor market." Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, 2, pp. 495-582. 34 Clegg, C.W. (1983). "Psychology of employee lateness, absence and turnover: a methodological critique and an empirical study." Journal of Applied Psychology, 68, pp. 88-101. 35 Magione, T.W. and R.P. Quinn (1975). "Job satisfaction, counter-productive behaviour and drug use at work." Journal of Applied Psychology, 60, pp. 114-116. 36 Flexible pay includes variable pay (gain-sharing, bonuses, incentives, goal-based pay, overtime, etc.) and deferred income (company saving plans, employee stock ownership plans, etc.). Bene…ts includes: allowance and reimbursement for miscellaneous expenses; good or services supplied at a reduced price, made available, or o¤ered to employees (company housing, company car, etc.); welfare programmes and recreational opportunities.
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and motivation at work on the other hand: this model is discussed later as we address the issue of the “motivational” properties of jobs. So far, let us simply mention the converging …ndings of Csikszentmihaly (1975)37 and Hackman and Oldham (1975)38 . Job satisfaction looks particularly in‡uenced by variety, interest, challenge, status, autonomy, ‡ow. Given the correlation put to light by Wall and al (1978), it is not uninteresting to have a look on the link between employment conditions and mental health; this all the less so that previous list seems con…rmed. Some studies – see Reynolds (1997)39 provide distinguishing features between jobs which are “good” and jobs which are “bad” to psychological health. Good jobs involve complex tasks that are nonroutine and free from close supervision or monitoring. Bad jobs involve routinized, simple tasks that are closely monitored and controlled by management. Bad jobs lead to worker distress because their simpli…ed and routinized tasks require little cognitive engagement, they lower workers’ sense of personal control since workers have little or no to say in what they do, and they have demands that exceed workers’ personal or positional resources. Good jobs are psychologically bene…cial because they involve complex task and autonomy which allow for the development of skills, they are mentally challenging, and they increase worker’s sense of personal control. Lopez (1982) studies the link between individual productive performance and job satisfaction. Does achievement at work in‡uence satisfaction? Does satisfaction improve achievement? Studies reviewed by Lopez suggest that one can answer positively to one of these question at least: a positive correlation is generally obtained between the two variables. The interesting point is that this correlation change according to the population considered.40 The correlation is signi…cantly stronger among working persons signalling high self esteem. Korman (1977)41 gives to this …nding an explanation based on the theory of cognitive dissonance. The argument42 is that, all other things being equal, 37



Csikszentmihalyi, M. (1975). Beyond Boredom and Anxiety. Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA. Hackman, J.R. and G.R. Oldham (1975). "Development of the Job Diagnostic Survey." Journal of Applied Psychology, 60, pp. 159-70. 39 Reynolds, J.R. (1997). "The e¤ect of industrial employment conditions on job-related distress." Journal of Health and Social Behavior, 38, pp. 105-116. 40 In a way which is particularly interesting as regards the contribution we present from chapter 3 on. 41 Korman, A.K. (1977). Organizational Behavior. Englewood Cli¤s, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 42 On which we come further in chapter 2. 38
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individual prefer and draw satisfaction from behaviors minimizing the feeling of cognitive dissonance, so that All other things being equal, individuals will engage in and …nd satisfying those behavioral roles which maximize their sense of cognitive balance or consistency. Korman (1976, p. 51)43 Job satisfaction and, to some extent, performance, could then result from employees’ concern about self-image. As an individual having high self-esteem is considered, the higher his performance at work, the lower his feeling of cognitive dissonance (his performance matching his pretensions) and the more satis…ed he is with his work. As regards an individual with low self-esteem, performance does not impact on satisfaction at work. One will maybe be surprised that the role of basic wage had not been mentioned up to now among the very major determinants of job satisfaction. That is because basic wage seems to mostly play through its comparative level rather than in absolute terms. Comparative arguments of work satisfaction Clark and Oswald (1996) provide an empirical assessment of the relevance of inserting relative rather than absolute wage among the arguments of work satisfaction. Correlations analysis reveal to Clark and Oswald that work satisfaction is more strongly correlated to relative wage than to absolute one. Econometric regressions con…rm this unexpected result: absolute income plays negatively on the satisfaction declared by individuals. On the contrary, the focus psychologists put on relative wage turns out to be validated: the reference income to which individuals assess their satisfaction plays a signi…cant, negative part. The impact of reference income on individual satisfaction is quantitatively important and statistically signi…cant. Rather than to the absolute level of their wage, working persons would be sensitive to its relative value. Some economic analyses have already relied on this assumption through two main interpretations: that of an individual aversion to inequities, that of a 43



Korman, A.K. (1976). "Hypothesis of work behavior revisited and extension." Academy of Management Review, 1(1), pp. 50-63.
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concern for social status. These two interpretations are not mutually exclusive, they can even tally with each other. The results obtained by Igalens and Roussel (1999) plead for the assumption of inequality aversion. Indeed, they show that the more employees see their wage as equitable the more they declare to be satis…ed with their job. But their assessment of how equitable their pay is derives from what they view as their individual contribution compared to that of their colleagues. According to Igalens and Roussel, workers assess their productive contribution, and consequently whether they are fairly paid or not, by considering: their e¢ciency, e¤ort, skills and seniority. The criterion of fairness seems to be "equal contribution, equal pay." Ingalens and Roussel interpret their results as expressing a strong aspiration to individualized pay (as regards …xed wage) and to a fair recognizing of their productive contribution. Working persons would draw satisfaction from the recognizing their pay represents. Fershtman and Weiss (1993) mention studies supporting the assumption that occupation could contribute to meet an individual demand for status. Sociological literature suggests that di¤erent status are attached to various occupations, that workers do not draw satisfaction from their sole wage but also from the tenure of certain jobs. Max Weber44 de…nes status as an "e¤ective claim to social esteem." He views occupations as "status groups" that is, "a plurality of persons who, within a larger group, successfully claim a special social esteem". He argues that occupational status depends "above all" on the amount of training required for the specialised functions and the opportunities of earnings - Weber (1978, pp. 141, 302-7). Empirical measures of occupational ratings were elicited by asking respondents to judge an occupation as having excellent, good, average, somewhat below average or poor standing (along with a do not know option) in response to the item: "for each job mentioned, please pick out the statement that best gives your own personal opinion of the general standing that such a such job has". At the top of the list: Judges, Physicians, Scientists, Cabinet members. In the middle one …nds: Artists, Teachers and Policemen. In the bottom on …nds: Plumbers, Janitors and Garbage collectors - Hodge et al. (1966)45 . Similar rankings have been obtained from 44 45



Weber, M. (1978). Economy and Society. Berkeley: University of California Press. Hodge, R., P. Spiegel and P. Rossi (1966). "Occupational prestige in the United States: 1925-1963."
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other countries. Rankings are closely correlated across countries and time. In addition, Treiman (1977, p.59)46 observes that "People in all walks of life, rich and poor, educated and ignorant, urban and rural, male and female view the prestige hierarchy in the same way". The two previous interpretations of the role relative wage plays in work satisfaction can be reconciled by stressing their common implication. Within industrialized societies, working persons seem to value their wage for what it means (the recognizing of a productive contribution, status) as much as for its purchasing power. All in all, determinants of work satisfaction seem to go beyond conventional economic motives which are consumption, leisure and e¤ort. Previous observations feed the discussion of their exhaustiveness. Jobs motivational properties Informally discussing the possibility of non-pecuniary work motivations, Kreps (1997) echoes the common sense by considering that pride workers draw from their job may induce a positive marginal utility of e¤ort.47 What condition occupational pride? Why are some workers pride of their job and others not? Stated otherwise: why do certain jobs induce an intrinsic motivation but others not? Visibility of individual productive contribution and work motivation Let us start with the general observations of Igalens and Roussel. They show that the perception workers have of the e¢ciency of their e¤ort predicts their motivation. By contrast, the assumption that the perception workers have of the link between their e¢ciency and their pay would condition their motivation is rejected. Furthermore, satisfaction workers declare as regards the ‡exible part of their pay does not in‡uence work motivation. Igalens and Roussel obtain another interesting result: employees judging non-wage bene…ts of their job incentive tend to be less motivated than the average; the less employees In Class, Status and Power: Social Classi…cation in Comparative perspective (eds R. Benedix and M. Lipsett) (2nd edn). Glencoe: Free Press. 46 Trieman, D. (1977). Occupational prestige in comparative perspective. San Diego: Academic Press. 47 "Workers may take su¢cient pride in their work so that e¤ort up to some level increases utility." Kreps (1997, p. 361).
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describe these advantages as incentive the more they are motivated. According to Igalens and Roussel: "Making bene…ts attractive can favour satisfaction, but this is done to the detriment of motivation." The Job Characteristics model The Job Characteristics model of job design - Hackman et Lawler (1971)48 , Hackman et Oldham (1976)49 , already mentioned, has provided the impetus for a large number of studies that have attempted to explain the motivational properties of work tasks. This theoretical approach posits that objective attributes of jobs are …ltered through the worker’s perceptions and result in psychological states that serve to determine his a¤ective and behavioral responses. These attributes include skill variety (completion of a whole piece of work), task signi…cance (the impact of the job on others), autonomy (the freedom, independence, and discretion allowed to the employee), and feedback (information from the work activities about the e¤ectiveness of performance). Dodd and Gangster (1996) put the stress on three of these attributes: variety, autonomy, and feedback. These three job characteristics generally emerge as the most robust correlates of attitudinal outcomes. Behavioral theories of the role of variety are available.50 Job dimensions of autonomy, variety, and feedback have been objectively manipulated by Dodd and Gangster to evaluate their e¤ect on perceptions of job characteristics and on job outcome. They obtain following results. In a low variety task, autonomy has little impact on performance, while in a high variety task, increased autonomy contributed 16% to performance. Increased feedback in a high autonomy task again contributes 16% to performance, while increased feedback in a low autonomy task had little impact on performance. To sum up, let us quote Lambert who write: Intrinsic motivation is de…ned as the extent to which workers are motivated for reasons other than …nancial reward, such as "feelings of height48



Hackman, J.R., and E.E. Lawler (1971). "Employee reactions to job characteristics." Journal of Applied Psychology Monograph, 55, pp. 259-86. 49 Hackman, J.R., and G.R. Oldham (1976). "Motivation through the design of work: test of a theory." Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, 16, pp. 250-79. 50 For a list of references, see Dodd and Gangster (1996).
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ened self-esteem, personal growth, and worthwhile accomplishment" - Lawler, Hackman, and Kaufman (1973, p. 50). Jobs leading to intrinsic motivation allow workers to use a variety of valued skills, to do tasks they …nd meaningful, to complete an identi…able piece of work, to select and schedule job tasks, and to gain knowledge of the results of their e¤orts - Hackman and Oldham (1980). Lambert (1991, p. 434) As expected, statistical results as regards work satisfaction and motivation are particularly consistent with the assessment of the e¢ciency of pTWO. Relatively to experimental results, they present the advantage of putting forward the impact of jobs characteristics on workers’ motivation. PTWO draw their e¢ciency from an intensi…ed use of labor. What previous results suggest is that this intensi…cation goes with more motivating jobs. Do …eld surveys lead to consistent observations?



1.2.3



The interpretation of behavioral evidence: the results of …eld studies



Field surveys of work motivation are mainly interested in two questions: How do labor market actors look at wage cuts? What are the channel through which wage cuts a¤ect workers’ behaviors? Employees perceptions of the meaning of their wage matter Most of the surveys ask directly why …rms do not cut wages? Two major issues are raised by answers: concerns about how employees interpret wage cuts - particularly, concerns about fairness; concerns about the morale in the workplace. Blinder and Choi (1990, p. 1009)51 report that 95% of respondents thought cutting nominal wages to take advantage simply of labor market slack would be regarded as unfair by their employees. Kaufman (1984)52 comes to a similar conclusion for Britain. Bewley (1995) and Campbell and 51



Blinder, A.S. and D.H. Choi (1990). "A shred of evidence on theories of wage stickiness." Quarterly Journal of Economics, 105(4), pp. 1003-15. 52 Kaufman, R.T. (1984). "On wage stickiness in Britain’s competitive sector." British Journal of Industrial, 22, pp. 101-12.
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Kamlani (1997) report e¤ects that work through morale. However, in all these studies it is explicit that wage cuts may be regarded di¤erently in one or more of the following circumstances: to save the …rm from failure, when accompanied with credible information about …nancial crisis, or to avoid a large number of layo¤s - see Bewley (1997, Chp 13, p.20) and Kahneman and al. (1986).53 As regards the role of interpretation that employees make of their wage (fair or not), Blinder and Choi (1990), Bewley (1997), Campbell and Kamlani (1997) insist that a unilateral o¤er of more pay may not, however, result in more e¤ort, unless that has become part of the accepted notion of fairness. Around 95% of managers interviewed by Hall (1993)54 thought that a worker’s decision on how hard to work is a¤ected by group customs or norms of what constitutes a fair day’s work. Wage and morale at work - Bewley (1999) Managers interviewed by Bewley organize their thinking about their success in dealing with employees around the concept of morale. What do they mean by the word “morale”? Two extracts of interviews are deemed illustrative by Bewley "Morale is having employees feel good about working for the company and respecting it. The employee with good morale likes his work and is willing to cooperate in moving from job to job. A positive attitude makes it possible to work out good teamwork." - Owner of a nonunion manufacturing company with 37 employees. "Morale equals motivation. ... Morale in business is di¤erent from what it is in the army. In the army, you react at times on the basis of orders. Here, you have individual thinkers. I want them to think." - General manager of a two-year-old, nonunion manufacturing company with 140 employees. 53



Kahneman, D., J.L. Knetsch and R. Thaler (1986). "Fairness as a constraint on pro…t seeking: entitlements in the market." American Economic Review, 76(4), pp. 728-41. 54 Hall, J.D. (1993). "The wage setter guide the wage rigidity." Master’s thesis (University of Southampton).
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Bewley (1999, Chp 4, p.41) Bewley asks respondents what a¤ects employees’ morale? Answers put the stress on the idea that morale is shaped by a sense of community, by the understanding of the purpose of the company actions and policies, and by the belief that company actions are fair. Other important factors are mentioned: employees’ emotional state, ego satisfaction from work, and trust in co-workers and company leadership. Job security and pay are also important in‡uences, a¤ecting morale through their impact on egos and on private lives, and through perception of fairness. Within a company, pay inequity o¤ends employees and destroys trust - see Bewley (1999, Chp 6). Raises assuage egos, and pay cuts hurt them. Respondents stressed the role of the self-image employees achieve through their work "People take more pride and interest in their work if they know what the part they are making will do." - General manager of a nonunion machine shop with 60 employees. "It is necessary to pay competitively, but [employees] can be motivated in other ways. The best way to motivate people is to give them important work to do and to recognize them for that. Their morale is good if they feel they are contributing." - The president of a community service organization with 80 employees. "If you train people well and entice them, they will work for you. You can’t just order people around. People more and more realize that they are important and that they matter. The feeling of self-worth has become a major aspect of business." - Vice president of administration of a unionized manufacturing company with 900 employees. Bewley, (1999, Chp 4, p.43) Managers are concerned about morale mainly because of its impact on productivity. They deem that, when moral is bad, workers distract one another with complaints and 58



that good morale makes workers more willing to do extras, to stay late until a job is done, to encourage and help one another, to make suggestions for improvements... These results provide a speci…c valuable enlightenment. Notably by drawing attention on subjective elements attached to employment. Bewley’s (1999) work, in particular, allows us to be better aware of the diversity of employment relation experiences. Former account looks mainly consistent with attitudinal results presented earlier. PTWO stimulate other kinds of motivation than strictly pecuniary which help understand their e¢ciency.



Summary and conclusion This chapter comprised two parts. The …rst, from the empirical analysis of pTWO e¢ciency, aimed at justifying a re-examination of the behavioral assumptions on which relies conventional analyses of the employment relation. PTWO performances reveal the need for behavioral analyses of the employment relation by putting forward non-pecuniary dimensions of work motivation. The second part was devoted to gather empirical information available on the theme of work motivation. The demonstrative nature of our examination of pTWO performances relies on two main elements. First, it relies on the fact that, compared to traditional work organization, pTWO make a more intense use of labor without recourse to individualized wage incentive schemes nor reinforcing supervision... on the contrary. It also relies on the fact that we considered the case of industry. Indeed, this sector lends itself particularly well to the establishing of close supervision of frontline workers as well as objective assessments of individual productive contribution. To this extent, the switch from a work organization inspired by Taylorism to pTWO and the resulting gains in performance show the limits of conventional tools for the economic analysis of work motivation. Other forms of motivation accompany pecuniary ones. The examination of available empirical information con…rms this point. Experimental economics, statistical attitudinal surveys and …eld surveys lead to some consistent conclusions which allow us to draw up the picture of the di¤erent dimensions of work motivation. A …rst observation is that the impact
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of pecuniary incentives depends on their interpretation by employees: experimentation reveals that equivalent monetary incentives do not lead to similar responses depending on whether they are perceived as potential rewards or …nes; …eld studies that the behavioral impact of a reduction in wage depends on whether economic context is slack or ‡ourishing. A second observation relies on the fact that, as a source of motivation, wage’s part is relative rather than absolute. Relative to others’ pay on the one hand - see inequity aversion experimentally demonstrate, concerns for status underlined by attitudinale surveys - relative to a previous situation on the other hand - satisfaction as regards the pace of wage increases is the main determinant of workers global satisfaction according to Igalens and Roussel. A third observation is that workers’ motivation is sensitive to non-wage conditions of the employment relation such as the autonomy at their disposal: experimental economics suggest that signs of trust increase workers’ motivation while attitudinal surveys show that autonomy is among the motivational properties attached to a job. We provide in the next chapter the theoretical analyses to which previous empirical assessment can be related.
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